
Dismantling Barriers
To Engagement

What would success for this
afternoon look/like feel like?

different perspectives on what the barriers are

some practical ideas on how to dismantle barriers

some light bulb moments - return on investment

common themes - what are the barriers -
locally specific/city wide/national

political structures/parties as
barriers/controlling engagement....

To what extent does the council control engagement

Building memberships - NHS Trusts
Engaging folk in innovation and change

Co-create, co-produce, co-work.....
Trust!
Language/jargon....

Partnership working

increased participation in electoral
democracy.....

web of barriers all unintentional....

engagement versus/as volunteering

Do we have the right to engage them...

council and young people...
commissioning engagement/engagers...

Who is not engaged?

Barriers - Perspectives on them...

past experiences negative/positive

complex staff structures - bureaucracy
legislation to helpful

communication at a local level - structures - noticeboards

engagement given as part of the job with
no training, support etc can be quite
damaging

Cynicism - nothing happened, work used
to publicise own agenda - lacking honesty
and trust...

lack of understanding how the system
works - using it to achieve goals (cultural
issues)

suspicion of certain institutions.. police etc
suspicion of their motives...

age groups and engagement problem for
elderly people and younger people

funding cuts

cronyism....same people always involved -
not actively welcoming - political party
structure - perception versus reality...

lack of a strong cause - urgent driving out the important...

language/jargon common language.....

Cultural barriers rather than processes.....

Time to engage....spending time on it....
going out there...

the way we are viewed/boxed in - single,
black, on benefits etc overlaps...

engaging people as people

targeting demographics

assumptions made

Engagement in Political process
and decision making

Good old moan - no real choice....
electoral system -

alternatives to pro-market...pro-business

what might we have instead? Best of a bad lot?

we need a system or representation - not
necessarily electoral

Accountability lacking  or weak

Participatory budgeting

Sortition! Select a group by lots to perform a task...avoids the usual suspects

Schools - practice citizenship - don't teach it....
Involve people in schools...

Local decision making - subsidiarity...street level decision making

What are 'they' doing....

Programme of work going ahead - so we
can influence and shape

Make it fun/rewarding

'Teach' the problem away....not accept
what we are given - questioning/critical
thinking....

Controlling the engagement agenda...

consultation versus engagement....?

these are not the same - would also
include use of services etc

are our organisations
engageable/approachable?

kept at arms length

Different ways for different sections of the community

Can organisation be expected to engage
on their own agendas...?  NHS hosting a
conversation about NHS trust etc Council
hosting conversation on council....

How honest and transparent are 'we'
prepared to be about choices offered?

little engagement on processes

in an environment that is about cuts....

Needs to be more feedback on results of
engagement process - you said - we did...
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